A Revised Correlation of the Seismic Stratigraphy at the Cape Roberts Drill
Sites with the Seismic Stratigraphy of the Victoria l a n d Basin, Antarctica
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Abstract - Newly available ~iiiiltichan~icl
seismic profiles ;>reused to corrcliile llic previously
dei'inccl seismic stratigraphy oftlie Victoria Land basin with that of western flunk of Robcrts
Ridge (western McMurdo Sound). where the Cape Roberts Project drillsites iirc localecl iiiid
eonslraints on the ages of the seismic events can he derived. The older regional seismic events
from two regional seismic stratigraphies ( V series and the RSS series) have been compaieil l'or
tlic southern Victoria Land basin and a n age progression derived lor the seismic reflectors
i1itcr11retedas RSU6, VYV4, :IIICI V41VS. Tile iie\vdat:i permit :I no re r o h ~ sc(~i.relatioii
t
oftliese
seismic events to the drill sites. A seismic reflector, previously interpreted to corrcsporul to the
Ross Sea wide RSU6 event in [his region. is significantly younger (less than 17 Ma at the Cape
Roberts drill siteCRP-1 and CRP-2/2A) than the RSU6event in thcEastern basin, where iiii agcgi'catcrthan 26 Ma is inferred.
suggesting a miscorrelatioii of this event across basement highs between Eastern basin and the basins in western Ross Sea.
Based o n the drill core ages, a geological correlative at drill site CRP-2A ol' RSUO in the Eastern basin could be the
unconformity at 443 m bsf, inferred to correspond to the seismic sequence 1)ound:try V 4 V S (see below). A single V3/V4
event can be consistently correlated from the Victoria Land basin to all profiles west of the ridge. The velocityldepth data
from CRP-l and CRP-2 drill cores. indicates that the V3/V4 seismic event lies just below the base of CRPI drill hole and
at a depth of about 90 m at drill hole CRP2. The age data from these two drill sites indiciitc a n age Ibr V3/V4 of about 21
Ma. The V4/V5 event has been correlated to the drill sites from the Victoria Land basin by lour independent routes. and
intersects drill hole CRP-2/2A at a depth of about 440 111. This depth is close to a significant geologic unconlormity in the
drill core at a depth of 443 111 bsf and an age of about 28-29 Ma (close to the late/early Oligocene boundary). Previous
interpretations of the V41V5 event correspond to a deeper seismic sequence boundary within unit VS. The revised
interpretation indicates that there is a much thicker Oligocene and younger sedimentary sequence within the Victoria Land
basin than previously tho~~glit.

INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of the Cape Roberts science
programme is the correlation of the information obtained on
the sediments cored by the Cape Roberts Project ( C W ) drill
holes (CRP-l and CRP-2/2A to date) with the regional
geology. The primary source of data for extrapolating the
geology of the drill core to the SW Ross Sea region is via the
comprehensive seismic reflection database for the region
(e.g. Anderson andBartek, 1992,Brancolini et al., 1995).The
process of extrapolation of the data has two parts; i) the
conelation of the geology sampled in the drill cores with the
seismic data across the drill sites, usually by development of
synthetic seismograms for the cores and matching to the
observed seisn~ograms(e.g. Bartek et al., 1996,Bucker et al.;
1998; Henrys et al., this volume); and ii) the correlation of the
seismic stratigraphy in the vicinity of the drill sites with the
seismic stratigraphy developed and defined for the Victoria
Land Basin (Cooper & Davey, 1985; 1987) or the Ross Sea
in general (Brancolini et al., 1995).
Correlation of the major seismic sequences between
the deeper part of the Victoria Land basin and the dipping

seismic units which crop out on the western margin of the
Roberts Ridge (the focus for sampling by drilling by the
Cape Roberts Project) has been simple in general terms but
equivocal in detail. The ages derived from the drill core
sediments have been much younger than the ages inferred
for these sediments from correlation using seismic data to
dated sequences (sometimes poorly constrained) elsewhere
in the Ross Sea. Detailed correlation of the older sequences
has proved difficult as the reflections of interest pass
across the Roberts Ridge, or to the north of the Roberts
Ridge, at travel times below the seafloor multiple reflection.
Multipleenergy severely limits the usefulness of the single
channel seismic data across the area - the largest available
seismic data set. Correlation of younger sequences has
proved difficult due to a lack of reflector continuity caused
by erosion and faulting near the crest of Roberts Ridge. An
analysis by Henrys et al. (1998) identified significant
uncertainties in the seismic correlation. A good correlation
of the drill site data to the Victoria Land Basin is critical for
an analysis of the basin evolution.
The recent availability of several regional seismic
reflection lines of high quality data suggest that some of

the uncertainties in correlation o f the seismic sequences
across Roberts Ridge to the main Victoria Land Basin
beneath the seafloor multiple may he resolved. These data
include thedetailed processed 60 fold mi~Itichtinnelseismic
(MCS) data from RIV Explora (the IT series of seismic
profiles), and the processed 22 fold MCS data from the
detailed survey of Roberts Ridge by RIV N 13 Palmer (the
NBP9601 series of seismic profiles).

SEISMIC ANALYSIS
A preliminary review ofthe data set (Fig. I ) indicated
that the crucial seismic profiles hrconnecti~igthe seismic
stratigraphy of the Victoria Land Basin with that for
Roberts Ridge are i) RV Lee line USGS4 14, o n which the
seismic units V3, V4, and V5 have been defined (Cooper
et al. 1987), and ii) RV Explora line IT69, that extends
I'rom line USGS414, across Roberts Ridge, and connects
to the detailed NBP960 1 survey. The interpretation of line
'F69 used the revised seismic unconformities for the Ross
Sea (RSU1-6) (Brancolini et al. 1995). In McMurdo
Sound, Bartek et al.(1996) have further refined the seismic
sequences into a local series A through T (see also Henrys
et al., this volume).
The analysis of the seismic reflection data was based
o n a "type section" defined at the intersection of IT69 (SP
1590) and USGS414 (SP 5860) (Fig. 2):
Table I. Section at inte-section of lines lT69 and USGS414

Unconformity

Depth (S twt)

comment

RSU6

1.1 S bsf*

V3/V4

1.6 S bsf

V4/V5

2.4 S bsf

defined by Brancolini et a1
1995. line IT69
defined by Cooper et a1 1987,
line USGS414
defined by Cooper et a1 1987,
line USGS414 SP 6140 and
interpreted by us to SP 5860

' b s f - below sea flool

The comparison of the stratigraphies interpreted for
the two seismic sections (IT69 and USGS414) forming the
'type section", demonstrates that the RS stratigraphy
(Brancolini et al., 1995) interpreted in the Victoria Land
basin cannot be solely used for the Roberts Ridge part of
the Victoria Land basin as events of interest lay below the
interpreted RSU6 unconformity, the deepest in the RS
seismic stratigraphy. The "type section" also shows that
the interpreted RSU6 unconformity in this region is at a
shallower depth and hence younger age than both the V31
V4 and V 4 N 5 seismic unconformities, whereas the RSU6
unconformity where it is constrained in age (in Eastern
Basin) and V4lV5 are expected to be of about the same age
(Brancolini et al., 1995)
The seismic section for line IT69 (Fig. 3) used in our
interpretation has greater continuity and detail at depth
than previous available sections, and is the key line as it
runs from the "type section", across the Roberts Ridge, to
close to (north of) the drill sites (Fig. 1). This seismic

section gave more eonficlcnce in fbllowini; deeper, snh
nultiple, seismic rcf'lectors :\cross Roherts R i c l g i , ~ ,The
interpreted events o n line 1'1Y)O are shown in figure -1. The
events were also traceil into the Cape Roberts Pro.ject (frill
site area via thr?e additional routes, two northern links
(1T75, NBP9407-S3 and NBPO60 1-97 to IT69, :iiul 1'1-75,
N13P960 1-93, Nl3POftOI -04, IT68 to 1'1'69) and a soii~ln-ni
link (1T73, 1'1.72, ( 1 .S k m gap) to NBP9601-83) (l"ij:, l ) ,
The NBP9AO I MCS lines wereeonce~itratei-lin the rrgioii
ofRot~ertsI<icliy(Fig.
I ).They wereusedtotracei~idivi~l~~:il
reflections through ;I network of seismic profiles iicross
Roberts Ridge. The redundancy in correlation pallis
compensated for areas o n individual lines wlierl-, l'or
example, stnietiire, faulting, and erosion r e s ~ ~ l t e ii lll
ambiguity in tracing events.
The depth and ages of the events at the CRP drill Iiolc~s
were derived from the drill core velocity logs and ;igr diit;~
(Cape Roberts Science Team, 1998; 1999; Henrys et ill..
this volume).

DISCUSSION

The seismic reflection interpreted as RSU6 o n line
IT69 at its intersection with line USGS414 (Fig. 2) can hi,
traced with confidence along line IT69 across Roherts
Ridge, and lies above V3lV4. Comparison with CRP drill
site data (Cape Roberts Science Team, 1998; 1999) shows
that drillholes CRP- 1 and CRP-212A would have penetrated
this event close to the seafloor, corresponding to an age of'
less than about 17 Ma. This event is much younger than tlie
age inferred for RSU6 in the eastern Ross Sea (>26.7 Mii
(Busetti & Cooper, 1994), preferred age 30 Ma (De Saiit is
et al., 1995)) and suggests that the correlation of ~ I I L seismic sequence boundary RSU6 being traced througli
the Ross Sea and into the Victoria Land basin is incorrect.
On the basis of age, the RSU6 reflector in the Eastern
Basin may correspond to the V 4 N 5 event that would
intersect CRP-2A drill hole at a depth of about 440 111bsl'.
This is consistent with Cooper et al. (1987) who defined
V41V5 as the same as the regional unconformity U6 01'
Hinz and Block (1984) which is equivalent of RSU6 in
Eastern Basin (Brancolini et al., 1995).

Interpretation for V31V4 and V41V5 via four main
routes give a consistent correlation of seismic events at the
drill sites with the assumed "type section" at the intersection
of lines USGS414 and IT69. W e noted that the V41V5
reflection on the eastern part of IT69, as defined from
profile USGS414, appears to correspond to a peg-leg
multiple. A slightly deeper low frequency reflector,
considered primary, can be traced to western Roberts
Ridge and is inferred to be V41V5 event. At drill site CRP1, event V 3 N 4 is just below the base of the hole, using
velocity logs from the drill core (Cape Roberts Science
Team 1998). Drill hole CRP2 intersectedV3N4 at adepth
of about 90 m. Although there is some uncertainty in the

Fig. 1 - Location of study area. seismic lines and correlation paths (after Henrys et al. 1999).

precise age of the cores, an early Miocene age (21 Ma) is
indicated for event V 3 N 4 at the drill sites. At CIROS-l,
V3lV4 was interpreted to correspond to a major
unconformity covering the period 30-34 m.y. at 366 mbsf
(Barteket al., 1996). However, the interpretation of seismic
units over the basin flanks and below the sea-floor multiple
at the CIROS- 1 is difficult and remains uncertain (Henrys
et al., 1998). Correlation of the seismic reflection data set
with CIROS-1 has not been re-evaluated as no improved
data set exists in the region. Between the V3lV4 and V41
V5 events at Cape Roberts, an intermediate event was
correlated extensively across the western flank of Roberts
Ridge. It corresponds to the alternate (lower) V31V4
reflectorofHenrys et al. (1998). and theV3N4 of Hamilton
et al. (1998). It is at a depth of about 220 m bsf at site

CRP2A and corresponds to an age of about 24 Ma. This
reflector is a subtle seismic unconformity in the area of
CRP2A. A deeper, much more angular seismic
unconformity correlates closely in depth to a geological
unconformity at 307 mbsf in CRP-2A. The intervening
seismic sequence appears to pinch out in all directions;
highlighting the difficulty of mapping units in the region.

The V 4 N 5 event crosses drill hole CRP-212A at 400 ms
twt bsf, equivalent to a depth of about 440m using velocity
logs from the drill hole (Cape Roberts Science Team
1999). A significant geologic unconformity occurs at
443 m in the drill hole, corresponding in age to the late1

early Oligocenc boundary at about 28.5 Mii (Cape. Kobr1.t.s
Science Team. 1999). This corrcspoiicls to the strong V'll
V5 rcl~lcctoronthe scismicdata(NBPO~~O1
-S9),aml,011 :l11
m e hiisis, we would snggcst that this event m;iy corres~)iiinl
to RSU6 in the Eastern basin. This correlation :in;ilysis
indicates that a deeper seismic event (Fig. 4). previously
iclentil'icd as V4lVS by Hamilton et al. ( 1 998) ancl 1 lr111.y~
et al. (1998). lies within unit VS. These M-isinii:
k-(l
unconformities can be also correlated to the i.1~-tai
McMm-do Sound seismic stratigraphy. Q t h r ~ ~ i y ,'l'.
l i of
Bartck ct al. 1996, (also Henrys ct al., this volunn.~).

CONCLUSION

Fig. 2 -Seismic profile formed by joining line USGS414 and IT69 at their
intersection (USGS414 to the north and IT69 to the wcst) - the "type
section" - showing the seismic events RSU6. V31V4 and V4/V5 used in
this analysis (after Brancolini et al.. 1995: Cooper & Davey. 1987). The
profile is located on figure l .
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Our study has indicated the difficulty of tracing ma,jor
seismic events deep in the Victoria Land basin where
seismic horizons are largely conformablc, with p r o l ~ I ~ - m s
arising apparently from peg-leg multiples. However,
correlation of several regional seismic events inlc~'prclrd
for the Victoria Land basin can be carried onto the wcstcrn
flank of Roberts Ridge, and to the Cape Roberts drill sitrs
(Fig. 4). Ages for these events can then be derived from tlic
CRP drill core ages. The shallowest of these events Ims
been correlated with the interpreted RSU6 scisniii.'
unconformity in the southern Victoria Land basin. Its iisy
at the CRP drill sites is less than about 17 Ma, much
youngerthan that inferred for theRSU6 in theeastern Ross
Sea (>26.7Ma) and we suggest that the correlation ofthis
seismic sequence boundary from the Eastern basin into the
southern Victoria Land basin is incorrect. In this c x r ,
RSU6 in the Eastern basin may correspond closely to V41
V5 (approximately 440 mbsf in the CRP2A drill hole).
The present study has resolved the ambiguity in correlation
ofV3IV4 with the seismic data in the Cape Roberts region
noted by Henrys et al. (1998). TheV3N4event (the upper
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Ffg. 3 -Seismic profile IT69 showing seismic event correlations from the published interpretations at the eastern end to the
drill site area. The profile is located in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 -Seismic profile NBP89. showing seismic unconformities ("old" refers to the interpreted V4/V5 unconformity of Hamilton et al. 1998 and
Henrys ct al. 1998) and CRP2/2A drill hole location. The profile is located on figure l .

alternative of Henrys et al., 1998) is at a depth of about 90
at site CRP-2A and has an age of about 21 Ma. An
event between V 3 N 4 and V 4 l V 5 (the lower V 3 l V 4
unconformity of Henrys et al. (1998)) can be correlated
extensively across the western flank of Roberts Ridge. It
is at a depth of about 220 m bsf at site CRP-2A and has an
a g e of 24 Ma. V 4 / V 5 is at a depth of about 440 m bsf at site
C R P - 2 A and corresponds closely t o a geologic
unconformity in the drill core at 443 m bsf with an age of
about 28.5 Ma. A deeper sequence boundary, previously
interpreted as V 4 N 5 , lies within unit V 5 and crops out at
the seafloor close to a bench in the seafloor topography on
line NBP9601-89.
Our results indicate that tectonic events in the western
Ross Sea, basedon theRS stratigraphy, may be significantly
younger than originally inferred.
111 bsf
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